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Abstract- Digital image libraries and other multimedia databases have been dramatically expanded in recent years. In order to effectively and 
precisely retrieve the desired images from a large image database, the development of a content-based image retrieval (CBIR) system has been 
used. However, most of the proposed approaches emphasize on finding the best representation for different image features. In this paper, a user-
interactive mechanism for CBIR method based on Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is proposed. Color attributes like the mean value, the 
standard deviation, and the image bitmap of a color image are used as the features for retrieval. In addition, the entropy based on the gray level 
co-occurrence matrix and the edge histogram of an image is also considered as the texture features. Furthermore, to reduce the gap between the 
retrieval results and the users’ expectation, the PSO is employed to help the users identify the images that are most satisfied to the users’ need 
.Experimental results and comparisons demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed approach. 
 
Index Terms— Content-based image retrieval (CBIR), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, rapid advances in science and 
technology have produced a large amount of image data in 
diverse areas, such as entertainment, art galleries, fashion 
design, education, medicine, industry, etc. We often need to 
efficiently store and retrieve image data to perform assigned 
tasks and to make a decision. Therefore, developing proper 
tools for the retrieval image from large image collections is 
challenging. Two different types of approaches, i.e., text- 
and content based, are usually adopted in image retrieval. In 
the text-based system, the images are manually annotated by 
text descriptors and then used by a database management 
system to perform image retrieval. However, there are two 
limitations of using keywords to achieve image retrieval: the 
vast amount of labor required in manual image annotation 
and the task of describing image content is highly 
subjective. That is, the perspective of textual descriptions 
given by an annotator could be different from the 
perspective of a user. In other words, there are 
inconsistencies between user textual queries and image 
annotations or descriptions. To alleviate the inconsistency 
problem, the image retrieval is carried out according to the 
image contents. Such strategy is the so-called content-based 
image retrieval (CBIR).  

The primary goal of the CBIR system is to construct 
meaningful descriptions of physical attributes from images 
to facilitate efficient and effective retrieval [1], [2].CBIR 
has become an active and fast-advancing research area in 
image retrieval in the last decade. By and large, research 
activities in CBIR have progressed in four major directions: 
global image properties based, region-level features based, 
relevance feedback, and semantic based. Initially, developed 
algorithms exploit the low-level features of the image such 
as color, texture, and shape of an object to help retrieve 
images. They are easy to implement and perform well for 
images that are either simple or contain few semantic 
contents. However, the semantics of an image are difficult to 
be revealed by the visual features, and these algorithms have 
many limitations when dealing with broad content image 
database. Therefore, in order to improve the retrieval  

 
accuracy of CBIR systems, region based image retrieval 
methods via image segmentation were introduced. These 
methods attempt to overcome the drawbacks of global 
features by representing images at object level, which is 
intended to be close to the perception of human visual 
system. 

However, the performance of these methods mainly 
relies on the results of segmentation. The difference between 
the user’s information need and the image representation is 
called the semantic gap in CBIR systems. The limited 
retrieval accuracy of image centric retrieval systems is 
essentially due to the inherent semantic gap. In order to 
reduce the gap, the interactive relevance feedback is 
introduced into CBIR. The basic idea behind relevance 
feedback is to incorporate human perception subjectivity 
into the query process and provide users with the 
opportunity to evaluate the retrieval results. The similarity 
measures are automatically refined on the basis of these 
evaluations. However, although relevance feedback can 
significantly improve the retrieval performance, its 
applicability still suffers from a few drawbacks [3].  

The semantic-based image retrieval methods try to 
discover the real semantic meaning of an image and use it to 
retrieve relevant images. However, understanding and 
discovering the semantics of a piece of information are high 
level cognitive tasks and thus hard to automate. A wide 
variety of CBIR algorithms has been proposed, but most of 
them focus on the similarity computation phase to 
efficiently find a specific image or a group of images that 
are similar to the given query. In order to achieve a better 
approximation of the user’s information need for the 
following search in the image database, involving user’s 
interaction is necessary for a CBIR system. In this paper, we 
propose a user-oriented CBIR system that uses the 
interactive particle swarm optimization(PSO) to infer which 
images in the databases would be of most interest to the 
user. Three visual features, color, texture, and edge, of an 
image are utilized in our approach. PSO provides an 
interactive mechanism to better capture user’s intention.  

There are very few CBIR systems considering human’s 
knowledge, but [6] is the representative one. They 
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considered the red, green, and blue (RGB) color model and 
wavelet coefficients to extract image features. In their 
system, the query procedure is based on association (e.g., 
the user browses an image collection to choose the most 
suitable ones). The main properties of this paper that are 
different from it can be identified as follows: 1) low-level 
image features-color features from the hue, saturation, value 
(HSV) color space, as well as texture and edge descriptors, 
are adopted in our approach and 2) search technique—our 
system adopts the  query-by-example strategy (i.e., the user 
provides an image query). In addition, we hybrid the user’s 
subjective evaluation and intrinsic characteristics of the 
images in the image matching against only considering 
human judgment [6].The remainder of this paper is 
organized as follows. Related works about CBIR are briefly 
reviewed in Section II. Section III describes the considered 
image features. The proposed approach is presented in 
Section IV. Section V gives the experimental results and 
provides comparative performances. Finally, Section VI 
presents the conclusions of this paper.  

II. RELATED WORK 

There are some literatures that survey the most important 
CBIR systems [7], [8]. Also, there are some papers that 
overview and compare the current techniques in this area 
[9], [10]. Since the early studies on CBIR, various color 
descriptors have been adopted. Yoo et al. [11] proposed a 
signature-based color-spatial image retrieval system. Color 
and its spatial distribution within the image are used for the 
features. In [12], a CBIR scheme based on the global and 
local color distributions in an image is presented. Vadivel et 
al. [13] have introduced an integrated approach for 
capturing spatial variation of both color and intensity levels 
and shown its usefulness in image retrieval applications.  

Texture is also an essential visual feature in defining 
high level semantics for image retrieval purposes. In [14], a 
novel, effective, and efficient characterization of wavelet 
sub bands by bit-plane extractions in texture image retrieval 
was presented. Inorder to overcome some limitations, such 
as computational expensive approaches or poor retrieval 
accuracy, in a few texture based image retrieval methods, 
Kokare et al. [15] concentrated on the problem of finding 
good texture features for CBIR. They designed 2-D rotated 
complex wavelet filters to efficiently handle texture images 
and formulate a new texture-retrieval algorithm using the 
proposed filters. Pi and Li [16] combined fractal parameters 
and collage error to propose a set of new statistical fractal 
signatures. These signatures effectively extract the statistical 
properties intrinsic in texture images to enhance retrieval 
rate. Liapis and Tziritas [17] explored image retrieval 
mechanisms based on a combination of texture and color 
features. Texture features are extracted using discrete 
wavelet frame analysis .Two- or one-dimensional 
histograms of the CIE Lab chromaticity coordinates are used 
as color features. CBIR method based on an efficient 
combination of multi resolution color and texture features.  

As its color features, color auto correlograms of the hue 
and saturation component images in HSV color space are 
used. As its texture features, block difference of inverse 
probabilities and block variation of local correlation 
coefficient moments of the value are extracted in multi 
resolution wavelet domain and then combined. In order to 
well model the high-level concepts in an image and user’s 

subjectivity, recent approaches introduce human–computer 
interaction into CBIR. Takagi et al. [4] evaluated the 
performance of the IGA-based image retrieval system that 
uses wavelet coefficients to represent physical features of  
images. PSO to solve the problems of fashion design and 
emotion-based image retrieval. He used wavelet transform 
to extract image features and PSO to search the image that 
the user has in mind.   

III. IMAGE FEATURES 

One of the key issues in querying image databases by 
similarity is the choice of appropriate image descriptors and 
corresponding similarity measures. In this section, we first  
present a brief review of considered low-level visual 
features in our approach and then review the basic concept 
of the PSO. 

A. Color Descriptor: 

A color image can be represented using three primaries 
of a color space. Since the RGB space does not correspond 
to the human way of perceiving the colors and does not 
separate the luminance component from the chrominance 
ones, we used the HSV color space in our approach. HSV is 
an intuitive color space in the sense that each component 
contributes directly to visual perception, and it is common 
for image retrieval systems. Hue is used to distinguish 
colors, whereas saturation gives a measure of the percentage 
of white light added to a pure color. Value refers to the 
perceived light intensity. The important advantages of HSV 
color space are as follows: good compatibility with human 
intuition, separability of chromatic and achromatic 
components, and possibility of preferring one component to 
other .The color distribution of pixels in an image contains 
sufficient information. The mean of pixel colors states the 
principal color of the image, and the standard deviation of 
pixel colors can depict the variation of pixel colors. The 
variation degree of pixel colors in an image is called the 
color complexity of the image. We can use these two 
features to represent the global properties of an image.  

Hence, a feature called binary bitmap can be used to 
capture the local color information of an image. The basic 
concept of binary bitmap comes from the block truncation 
coding [25], which is a relatively simple image coding 
technique and has been successfully employed in many 
image processing applications. There are three steps to 
generate the image binary bitmap. This method first divides 
an image into several no overlapping blocks.  

B. Texture Descriptor: 

Texture is an important attribute that refers to innate 
surface properties of an object and their relationship to the 
surrounding environment. If we could choose appropriate 
texture descriptors, the performance of the CBIR should be 
improved. We use a gray level co-occurrence matrix 
(GLCM), which is a simple and effective method for 
representing texture [26]. The GLCM represents the 
probability p(i, j; d, θ) that two pixels in an image, which are 
located with distance d and angle θ, have gray levels i and j. 
The GLCM is mathematically defined as 
follows: 
p(i, j; d, θ) = #{(x1, y1)(x2, y2)|g(x1, y1)=i, g(x2, y2)=j, 
|(x1, y1) − (x2, y2)| = d,�((x1, y2), (x2, y2)) = θ} (7) 
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where # denotes the number of occurrences inside the 
window,with i and j being the intensity levels of the first 
pixel and thesecond pixel at positions (x1, y1) and (x2, y2), 
respectively.In order to simplify and reduce the computation 
effort. 

C. Edge Descriptor: 

Edges in images constitute an important feature to 
represent their content. Human eyes are sensitive to edge 
features for image perception. One way of representing such 
an important edge feature is to use a histogram. An edge 
histogram in the image space represents the frequency and 
the directionality of the brightness changes in the image. We 
adopt the edge histogram descriptor (EHD) [27] to describe 
edge distribution with a histogram based on local edge 
distribution in an image. The extraction process of EHD 
consists of the following stages. 
a) An image is divided into 4 × 4 sub images. 
b) Each sub image is further partitioned into no 

overlapping image blocks with a small size.  
c) The edges in each image block are categorized into 

five  
Types: vertical, horizontal, 45◦ diagonal, 135◦ diagonal 
and no directional edges. 

d) Thus, the histogram for each sub image represents the 
relative frequency of occurrence of the five types of 
edges in the corresponding sub image.  

e) After examining all image blocks in the sub image, the 
five-bin values are normalized by the total number of 
blocks in the sub image. Finally, the normalized bin 
values are quantized for the binary representation. 
These normalized and quantized bins constitute the 
EHD. 

IV. PROPOSED APPROACH 

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a technique used 
to explore the search space of a given problem to find the 
settings or parameters required to maximize a particular 
objective. This technique, first described by James Kennedy 
and Russell C. Eberhart in 1995 [18], originates from two 
separate concepts: the idea of swarm intelligence based off 
the observation of swarming habits by certain kinds of 
animals (such as birds and fish); and the field of 
evolutionary computation. This short tutorial first discusses 
optimization in general terms, then describes the basics of 
the particle swarm optimization algorithm. 

A. Optimization: 

Optimization is the mechanism by which one finds the 
maximum or minimum value of a function or process. This 
mechanism is used in fields such as physics, chemistry, 
economics, and engineering where the goalis to maximize 
efficiency, production, or some other measure. Optimization 
can refer to either minimization or maximization; 
maximization of a function f is equivalent to minimization 
of the opposite of this 
function, −f . 
Mathematically, a minimization task is defined as: 
           Given f : Rn ! R 
           Find ˆx 2 Rn such that f(ˆx) _ f(x), 8x 2 Rn 
Similarly, a maximization task is defined as: 
             Given f : Rn ! R 
             Find ˆx 2 Rn such that f(ˆx) _ f(x), 8x 2 Rn 

The domain Rn of f is referred to as the search space (or 
parameter space). Each element of Rn is called a candidate 
solution in the search space, with ˆx being the optimal 
solution. The value n denotes the number of dimensions of 
the search space, and thus the number of parameters 
involved in the optimization problem. The function f is 
called the objective function, which maps the search space 
to the function space. Since a function has only one output, 
this function space is usually one-dimensional. The function 
space is then mapped to the one-dimensional fitness space, 
providing a single fitness value for each set of parameters. 

This single fitness value determines the optimality of the 
set of parameters for the desired task. In most cases, 
including all the cases discussed in this paper, the function 
space can be directly mapped to the fitness space. However, 
the distinction between function space and fitness space is 
important in cases such as multi objective optimization 
tasks, which include several objective functions drawing 
input from the same parameter space [2, 5]. For a known 
(differentiable) function f, calculus can fairly easily provide 
us with the minima and maxima of f. However, in real-life 
optimization tasks, this objective function f is often not 
directly known. Instead, the objective function is a “black 
box” to which we apply parameters (the candidate solution) 
and receive an output value. The result of this evaluation of 
a candidate solution becomes the solution’s fitness. The 
final goal of an optimization task is to find the parameters in 
the search space that maximize or minimize this fitness. In 
some optimization tasks, called constrained optimization 
tasks, the elements in a candidate solution can be subject to 
certain constraints (such as being greater than or less than 
zero). For the purposes of this paper, we will focus on 
unconstrained optimization tasks. A simple example of 
function optimization can be seen in Figure 1. 

This figure shows a selected region the function f, 
demonstrated as the curve seen in the diagram. This function 
maps from a one-dimensional parameter space—the set of 
real numbers R on the horizontal x-axis—to a one-
dimensional function space—the set of real numbers R on 
the vertical y-axis. The x-axis represents the candidate 
solutions, and the y-axis represents the results of the 
objective function when applied to these candidate 
solutions. This type of diagram demonstrates what is called 
the fitness landscape of an optimization problem. The fitness 
landscape plots the n-dimensional parameter space against 
the one-dimensional fitness for each of these parameters. 

 
Figure 1: Function Maximum 

Figure 1 also shows the presence of a local maximum in 
addition to the marked global maximum. A local maximum 
is a candidate solution that has a higher value from the 
objective function than any candidate solution in a particular 
region of the search space. For example, if we choose the 
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interval [0,2.5] in Figure 1, the objective function has a local 
maximum located at the approximate value x = 1.05. Many 
optimization algorithms are only designed to find the local 
maximum, ignoring other local maxima and the global 
maximum. However, the PSO algorithm as described in this 
paper is intended to find the global maximum. 

B. PSO Algorithm: 

The PSO algorithm works by simultaneously 
maintaining several candidate solutions in the search space. 
During each iteration of the algorithm, each candidate 
solution is evaluated by the objective function being 
optimized, determining the fitness of that solution. Each 
candidate solution can be thought of as a particle “flying” 
through the fitness landscape finding the maximum or 
minimum of the objective function. 

Initially, the PSO algorithm chooses candidate solutions 
randomly within the search space. Figure 2 shows the initial 
state of a four-particle PSO algorithm seeking the global 
maximum in a one-dimensional search space. 

 
Figure 2: Initial PSO State 

The search space is composed of all the possible 
solutions along the x-axis; the curve denotes the objective 
function. It should be noted that the PSO algorithm has no 
knowledge of the underlying objective function, and thus 
has no way of knowing if any of the candidate solutions are 
near to or far away 2 from a local or global maximum. The 
PSO algorithm simply uses the objective function to 
evaluate its candidate solutions, and operates upon the 
resultant fitness values. Each particle maintains its position, 
composed of the candidate solution and its evaluated fitness, 
and its velocity. Additionally, it remembers the best fitness 
value it has achieved thus far during the operation of the 
algorithm, referred to as the individual best fitness, and the 
candidate solution that achieved this fitness, referred to as 
the individual best position or individual best candidate 
solution. Finally, the PSO algorithm maintains the best 
fitness value achieved among all particles in the swarm, 
called the global best fitness, and the candidate solution that 
achieved this fitness, called the global best position or 
global best candidate solution. The PSO algorithm consists 
of just three steps, which are repeated until some stopping 
condition is met: 
a. Evaluate the fitness of each particle 
b. Update individual and global best fitnesses and 

positions 
c. Update velocity and position of each particle 

The first two steps are fairly trivial. Fitness evaluation is 
conducted by supplying the candidate solution to the 
objective function. Individual and global best fitnesses and 
positions are updated by comparing the newly evaluated 
fitnesses against the previous individual and global best 
fitnesses, and replacing the best fitnesses and positions as 
necessary.  

C. PSO Variations: 

Apart from the canonical PSO algorithm, many 
variations of the PSO algorithm exist. For instance, the 
inertia weight coefficient was originally not a part of the 
PSO algorithm, but was a later modification that became 
generally accepted. Additionally, some variations of the 
PSO do not include a single global best aspect of the 
algorithm, and instead use multiple global best that are 
shared by separate subpopulations of the particles. 

D. Stastical Wavelet Based Analysis: 

An extensive image database is created, using Discrete 
Wavelet Transform, the approximation and detailed co-
efficient are obtained, for these coefficients, statistical 
parameters (such as average, Variance, mean) are 
determined, a suitable threshold is fixed, the statistical 
parameters of the key image are compared with that of the 
image database, decision is made based on the threshold 
value and related database images are displayed.   

E. Wavelet Adaptive Threshold: 

Thresholding is one of the techniques for image 
segmentation. It differentiates the image regions as objects 
or background. Global thresholding is suitable when the 
region of interest has a constant gray level and the 
background also with more or less same intensity. But in 
certain cases the background intensities are not constant and 
the intensities of the objects are also variant. Hence, a 
threshold that is suitable for one area may not work for 
another area. 

We go for adaptive thresholding because images in the 
database may be with different intensities for which local or 
global thresholding is not suitable. The adaptive threshold 
depends on the spatial co–ordinates of the pixel, its intensity 
and as well as the local characteristics. 

In this paper, adaptive thresholding is employed on 
wavelets to calculate the threshold value. The threshold 
value is obtained by performing an equation on each pixel 
with its neighboring pixels. Two mask operators are 
employed to obtain such an equation and the threshold value 
is calculated for each pixel in the 3 detail sub-bands. 
Basically, the adaptive thresholding method assigns 
different threshold values for different images. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, has presented a user-oriented framework in 
interactive CBIR system. In contrast to conventional 
approaches that are based on visual features, our method 
provides an interactive mechanism to bridge the gap 
between the visual features and the human perception. The 
color distributions, the mean value, the standard deviation, 
and image bitmap are used as color information of an image. 
In addition, the entropy and edge histogram are considered 
as texture descriptors to help characterize the images. In 
particular, the PSO can be considered and used as a semi-
automated exploration tool with the help of a user that can 
navigate a complex universe of images. Experimental results 
of the proposed approach have shown the significant 
improvement in retrieval performance. Further work can be 
extended to a comparison of various evolutionary algorithms 
with the performance of PSO to test the proposed system 
accuracy. 
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